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SUMMARY

Aging is accompanied by a pervasive collapse of
proteostasis, while reducing general protein synthe-
sis promotes longevity across taxa. Here, we show
that the eIF4E isoform IFE-2 is increasingly seques-
tered in mRNA processing (P) bodies during aging
and upon stress in Caenorhabditis elegans. Loss of
the enhancer of mRNA decapping EDC-3 causes
further entrapment of IFE-2 in P bodies and lowers
protein synthesis rates in somatic tissues. Animals
lacking EDC-3 are long lived and stress resistant,
congruent with IFE-2-deficient mutants. Notably,
neuron-specific expression of EDC-3 is sufficient to
reverse lifespan extension, while sequestration of
IFE-2 in neuronal P bodies counteracts age-related
neuronal decline. The effects of mRNA decapping
deficiency on stress resistance and longevity are
orchestrated by a multimodal stress response
involving the transcription factor SKN-1, which
mediates lifespan extension upon reduced protein
synthesis. Our findings elucidate a mechanism of
proteostasis control during aging through P body-
mediated regulation of protein synthesis in the soma.

INTRODUCTION

Mature eukaryotic mRNAs can cycle between polysomes and

discrete cytoplasmic foci known as processing (P) bodies

(PBs) and stress granules (SGs). Non-translating mRNAs that

enter PBs assemble into various messenger ribonucleoprotein

complexes (mRNPs) associated with components of the

mRNA decay machinery or translational repressors (Brengues

and Parker, 2007; Decker and Parker, 2012). Notably, only select

mRNAs are capable of reentering translation (Arribere et al.,

2011). Over the past decade, studies in yeast, worms, flies,

and mammalian cells have culminated in the identification of

key PB components, such as proteins involved in mRNA

decapping, 50-3 mRNA degradation, non-sense-mediated

mRNA decay (NMD), microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA
Ce
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
(siRNA)-mediated gene silencing, and viral cap snatching,

among others (Decker and Parker, 2012; Mir et al., 2008;

M€uller-McNicoll and Neugebauer, 2013). Intriguingly, identifica-

tion of the molecular composition of PBs isolated from human

epithelial cells suggests a role for PBs in mRNA storage rather

than degradation (Hubstenberger et al., 2017).

Several proteins, including the Enhancer of decapping (Edc3)

and the decapping activator Dcp1, function to increase the rate

of mRNA decapping in vivo (Kshirsagar and Parker, 2004). Edc3,

which belongs to the Lsm16 family of proteins, consists of three

functional domains, namely, an N-terminal divergent LSm

(Sm-like) domain followed by a low-complexity linker, an FDF

domain containing a highly conserved FDF amino acid motif,

and a C-terminal YjeF-N domain, which is conserved among

yeast, Drosophila, and human (Tritschler et al., 2007). The N-ter-

minal LSm domain mediates binding to Dcp1, localization of

Edc3 to PBs, and its interaction with Dcp2. FDF motifs recruit

particular RNA helicases that function in translational repression

and mRNA decapping, such as the Dead box helicase Dhh1/

DDX6 in yeast and humans, while the YjeF-N domain is required

for self-association, contributing to PB assembly (Decker et al.,

2007; Ling et al., 2008; Tritschler et al., 2008, 2007, 2009). Inter-

estingly, Edc3 depletion does not prevent PB formation in

Drosophila S2 cells, indicating that perhaps other mechanisms

contribute to PB assembly in metazoans (Eulalio et al., 2007).

Accumulating evidence suggests that the Dcp1/Dcp2/Edc3 pro-

tein complex competes with the cap-binding protein eIF4E,

which is the only translation initiation factor accumulating in

PBs both inmammalian cells andDrosophila neurons. Moreover,

the interaction between eIF4E and the eIF4E transporter (eIF4E-

T), also found in PBs, inhibits translation by blocking eIF4G

recruitment (Andrei et al., 2005; Ferraiuolo et al., 2005). Thus,

PB functions and mRNA translation may, at least in some cases,

compete with each other (Franks and Lykke-Andersen, 2008).

Downregulation of mRNA translation delays aging in diverse

organisms, ranging from yeast to mammals (Gems et al., 2002;

McElwee et al., 2007; Partridge and Gems, 2002; Tavernarakis,

2007, 2008). In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, loss of a

specific eIF4E isoform (IFE-2) that functions in somatic tissues

reduces global protein synthesis and extends lifespan (Hansen

et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2007; Syntichaki et al., 2007). eIF4E local-

izes to SGs and PBs in yeast and in mammalian cells. These two
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types of cytoplasmic foci physically interact and often exchange

material in a process defined as docking. Accumulating evi-

dence supports a role for PBs in the control of translation and

mRNA degradation (Brengues et al., 2005; Decker and Parker,

2012). Furthermore, emerging findings suggest that mRNA

metabolism factors can modulate stress resistance and aging

in C. elegans (Rousakis et al., 2014) and indicate that aging

causes aggregation of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) inside

SGs, correlating with decreased organismal fitness. The heat

shock transcription factor HSF-1 reportedly regulates RBP ag-

gregation, while reduced insulin/IGF-1 signaling restores their

dynamics (Lechler et al., 2017). Despite this, themechanisms un-

derlying the effects of mRNA metabolism factors on aging

remain largely unknown. Here, we report a pivotal role of PBs

in modulating protein synthesis across somatic tissues in

C. elegans. Specifically, we elucidate a molecular mechanism

controlling mRNA translation in the soma, via EDC-3-mediated

sequestration of eIF4E in PBs during aging. Given the impor-

tance of protein synthesis dynamics to cellular protein homeo-

stasis (Labbadia and Morimoto, 2014), our results establish

PBs as crucial regulators of proteostasis in C. elegans. We

further show that the downregulation of mRNA decapping acti-

vates cellular homeostatic mechanisms that enhance stress

resistance and promote longevity. Altogether, these findings

provide significant insight into how components of the mRNA

degradation pathway may regulate aging by directly interfering

with key mRNA translation factors.

RESULTS

The Somatic eIF4E Isoform IFE-2 Associates with PBs
during Aging and under Stress
To investigate the role of PBs in regulating eIF4E availability, we

tested the association of IFE-2 with PB-specific components.

We used a double-transgenic strain carrying a full-length IFE-

2::GFP fusion, driven by the endogenous ife-2 promoter

(pife-2IFE-2::GFP; Syntichaki et al., 2007), and a PB-specific

DCAP-1::DsRed reporter fusion under the control of the dcap-1

promoter. IFE-2::GFP and DCAP-1::DsRed foci, at least partially,

colocalized across various tissues, especially in the head region

of animals (Figure 1A). In addition, various monitoring methods

and time-lapse recordings revealed increasing colocalization of

DCAP-1 and IFE-2 during heat shock in most somatic tissues in

aqualitative (Figures 1AandS1;VideoS1) or quantitative (Figures

1B, S2A, S2B; Video S2) manner. Notably, we also detected SGs

and PBs in close proximity or partly overlapping, indicative of

docking between the two types of granules (Figures 1A, S2A,

and S2B). Similarly, the PB-specific enhancer of decapping,

EDC-3, colocalized with IFE-2 under normal conditions (Fig-

ure S2C). Colocalization of IFE-2 and EDC-3 increased signifi-

cantly upon heat stress across tissues, including neurons

(Figure S2D). Taken together, these results indicate that the

soma-specific eIF4E isoform IFE-2 associates with PBs, and

the extent of colocalization increases upon heat stress.

Previous work showed that PBs serve as sites for mRNA

degradation or storage under physiological conditions (Aizer

et al., 2014). Their formation is induced in response to various

environmental stressors and conditions that alter mRNA degra-
200 Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018
dation or translation initiation processes, influencing RNA ho-

meostasis (Decker and Parker, 2012). In line with this, we found

that the intensity of the DCAP-1::DsRed signal was significantly

increased in nematodes subjected to prolonged heat shock (9 hr

at 35�C), starvation (24 hr food deprivation), and hypoxia (6 hr in a

hypoxia chamber) but not in animals treated with the mitochon-

drial toxin sodium azide (NaN3; 20 mM, 30 min incubation; Fig-

ure S3A). Furthermore, knockdown of the eat-3 gene encoding

a mitochondrial dynamin family member homologous to human

OPA1, which is essential for resistance of C. elegans to free rad-

icals (Kanazawa et al., 2008), caused a substantial increase in PB

formation during adulthood (Figure S3B).

Emerging findings suggest that regulation of mRNA meta-

bolism deteriorates during aging (Cookson, 2012). However, a

direct cause-and-effect relationship betweenmRNAmetabolism

and aging has not been established. To investigate the potential

role of PBs in the context of mRNA metabolism and aging, we

generated transgenic animals expressing the PB components

EDC-3, DCAP-1, and LSM-3 taggedwith DsRed. Temporal anal-

ysis of LSM-3, EDC-3, and DCAP-1 abundance revealed a sub-

stantial increase in PB size and number during aging (Figures

1C–1E). Moreover, we found that the levels of IFE-2::GFP protein

fusion decreased with age (Figure 1F).

eIF4E localizes predominantly in SGs that are formedmainly in

response to stress in mammalian cells (Kedersha et al., 2002;

Kimball et al., 2003) and C. elegans (Rousakis et al., 2014). To

examine SG formation and dynamics in somatic C. elegans tis-

sues, animals expressing the pife-2IFE-2::GFP reporter fusion

were subjected to various stress insults, including hypoxia,

heat, NaN3, and starvation. We found that the number of animals

(day 1 of adulthood) containing IFE-2::GFP SGs increased signif-

icantly under heat stress and hypoxia (Figure S3C) compared

with unstressed animals, which is in line with a previous report

indicating that hypoxia induces SG formation in embryonic

Drosophila muscles (van der Laan et al., 2012). By contrast,

NaN3 and starvation did not substantially enhance the formation

of IFE-2-specific SGs. Taken together, our findings suggest that

in response to specific stresses, eIF4E localizes to SGs in so-

matic C. elegans cells.

Similar to PB formation, SG assembly is markedly induced

with age (Lechler et al., 2017). In line with this, we found that

the number of animals exhibiting IFE-2::GFP granules in various

somatic cells, especially in muscles, the canal cell, and intestinal

cells, significantly increased during aging (Figures 1G and S3D–

S3K). We also tested whether depletion of specific PB compo-

nents alters cellular eIF4E/IFE-2 protein levels. Loss of DCAP-

1, DCAP-2, or EDC-3 resulted in increased IFE-2 levels (Fig-

ure S3L). This increase was not due to transcriptional induction

of ife-2, as expression of an ife-2 transcriptional reporter re-

mained unaffected (Figure S3M). Together, these observations

suggest that enzymes of the decapping complex act post-tran-

scriptionally to modulate eIF4E abundance in somatic tissues.

mRNA Decapping in Somatic PBs Modulates Aging
Although the levels of PB components have been shown to in-

crease with age (Figures 1C–1E), these alterations do not estab-

lish a causative relationship between PB function and longevity.

To address this issue, we focused on the scaffolding enzyme



Figure 1. IFE-2 Colocalizes with PBs under Stress Conditions and during Aging

(A) Representative images of transgenic animals co-expressing pife-2IFE-2::GFP and the PB-specific marker pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed before and after heat shock

at 35�C for 1.5 hr. The anterior part of the animal is shown; inlays indicate higher magnification of the pharyngeal region and the hypodermal tissue. Scale bars,

25 mm. White arrows indicate possible docking between PBs and SGs.

(B) Two-dimensional (2D) intensity histograms with regression lines and Pearson’s coefficient (rx,y) as quantitative representation of IFE-2::GFP and

DCAP-1::DsRed colocalization within regions of interest in the pharynx of the animals (compare A) before and after heat shock.

(C–E) Quantification of DsRed-tagged PB-specific signal in the pharyngeal region of transgenic animals during aging for plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed (C), pedc-3EDC-

3::DsRed (D), and PB number (E) for animals expressing pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed. Error bars denote SEM; n = 10 animals per time point and trial. *p < 0.01,

**p < 0.001, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test).

(F) Expression of the full-length pife-2IFE-2::GFP reporter decreases during aging. Error bars show SEM; n = 40 animals per experiment. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, and

***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test).

(G) Percentage of animals forming SGs in various tissues during aging at day 3, day 8, and day 15 of adulthood. Error bars represent SEM; n > 50 animals per

experiment. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test to measure statistical significance between day 8 or 15 in reference to day 3, respectively).

See also Figures S1 and S2 and Videos S1 and S2.
EDC-3, which is crucial for the assembly of the mRNA degrada-

tion complex and PB formation, as previously shown in yeast and

mammalian cells (Figure 2A; Tritschler et al., 2009). We per-

formed a temporal analysis of EDC-3::DsRed abundance and

localization in animals co-expressing GFP under the control of

the pan-neuronal unc-119 promoter during aging. We observed

that edc-3 is broadly expressed during embryogenesis (data not

shown). Its expression is maintained in several cell types,

including pharyngeal muscles, intestinal cells, neurons, and hy-

podermic cells, at early post-embryonic stages. Interestingly,

EDC-3 foci, indicative of PBs, were specifically detected in

neuronal and intestinal cells during adulthood (Figure 2B).
Next, we examined the effects of loss or overexpression of

EDC-3 onC. elegans lifespan. Knockdown of edc-3 via RNAi ex-

tends lifespan at 20�C. Consistently, we observed a substantial

increase in the lifespan of edc-3(ok1427) mutants harboring a

deletion in the edc-3 locus (Figure 2C). The corresponding

mutant protein lacks 202 amino acids, including the conserved

FDF domain of EDC-3 (Figure S4A). EDC-3 deficiency had a

similar effect on lifespan at 25�C (Figure S4B). Notably, edc-3

mutation caused a more pronounced lifespan extension

compared with RNAi-mediated edc-3 knockdown (Figure 2C),

most probably because of inefficient silencing of the gene in

C. elegans neurons, which are known to be largely refractory
Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018 201



Figure 2. Downregulation of mRNADegradation Components Extends the Lifespan of OtherwiseWild-Type Animals but Does Not Affect the

Lifespan of IFE-2-Depleted Mutants

(A) Scheme displaying highly conserved key factors of bulk mRNA degradation as studied in various species including yeast, mammals, andC. elegans. Edc3 is a

central scaffolding protein, responsible for the recruitment of the Dcp2 decapping enzyme and its coactivator Dcp1, the formation of the mRNA decay complex

and contributes to PB assembly. Schematic adapted from Decker and Parker (2012).

(B) Adult animal expressing pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed and the pan-neuronal reporter punc-119GFP. Inlays are also shown at higher magnification. Arrows indicate

localization of pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed in neurons. Asterisks indicate areas of increased zoom. Scale bars, 25 mm.

(C) Animals overexpressing EDC-3 (pedc-3EDC-3, pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed) under its endogenous promoter are short lived compared with wild-type nematodes.

RNAi-mediated knockdown of edc-3 extends lifespan, though to a lesser extent than the edc-3 (ok1427) deletion allele.

(D) Loss of the PB-specific factor LSM-3 leads to a significant lifespan extension, while the overexpression of plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed significantly shortens lifespan

compared with the wild-type.

(E) Downregulation of edc-3 further prolongs the lifespan of daf-2(e1370), dietary-restricted eat-2(ad465), and clk-1(e2519) mutants, compared with genetically

identical control animals fed with bacteria harboring the RNAi empty vector.

(F) Knockdown of edc-3 does not further increase the lifespan of long-lived mutants harboring the ife-2(ok306) allele. ife-2(ok306);edc-3 (ok1427) double mutants

do not show significant lifespan extension compared with ife-2(ok306) mutants.

(G) Downregulation of ife-2 by RNAi partially suppresses the short-lived phenotype of EDC-3-overexpressing animals.

See also Figure S4 and Table S1.
to RNAi (Tavernarakis et al., 2000). By contrast, overexpression

of either the native EDC-3 (pedc-3EDC-3) or a full-length DsRed

fusion (pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed), driven by the endogenous edc-3

promoter, markedly shortened the lifespan of wild-type animals

(Figure 2C). Similarly, we observed that animals carrying a muta-

tion in the PB component LSM-3 that is part of the deadenylation

complex, which functions prior to decapping (Figure 2A), are

long lived. Conversely, LSM-3-overexpressing animals exhibited

a short lifespan phenotype (Figure 2D), corroborating the notion
202 Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018
that downregulation of specific mRNA degradation components

promotes longevity in C. elegans.

Because Dcp2 interacts with Edc3 in yeast and in mamma-

lian cells (Decker and Parker, 2012; Decker et al., 2007), we

tested whether the Dcp2 C. elegans homolog, DCAP-2, might

also influence aging. We found that RNAi-mediated knockdown

of dcap-2 had no significant effect on the lifespan of wild-type

worms. Consistent with this result, the lifespan of dcap-

2(ok2023) deletion mutants was not altered (Figure S4C).



Figure 3. EDC-3 Deficiency Promotes IFE-2 Entrapment in P Bodies and Reduces Protein Synthesis in Somatic C. elegans Tissues during

Aging
(A) The number of DCAP-1::DsRed-labeled PBs increases in edc-3mutants comparedwith wild-type at older age. Error bars denote SEM; n = 25 animals per trial.

*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test between the edc-3mutant and the age-matched wild-type or wild-type day 10 and day 17 compared with

wild-type at day 3).

(B) IFE-2::GFP intensity decreases substantially with age in both wild-type and edc-3-mutant background but remains higher in animals carrying the edc-3

(ok1427) allele. Error bars denote SEM; n = 25 animals per trial. *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test between the edc-3mutant and the age-

matched wild-type or wild-type at day 10 and day 17 compared with wild-type at day 3 of adulthood).

(C–E) Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) studies to measure de novo protein synthesis at various time points. The percentage of fluorescence

recovery is calculated on the basis of average pixel intensity measured before bleaching (100%) and directly after bleaching the signal to about 20%–40% of the

original intensity. Error bars in all studies denote SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, and ***p < 0.0001 (multiple t tests with the Holm-Sidak method, in reference to the

control with alpha = 5.000%).

(C) Fluorescence recovery is monitored in wild-type animals and edc-3mutants expressing the pan-neuronal reporter punc-119GFP. Percentage of fluorescence

recovery in the area of the nerve ring is plotted against time for 2-day-old and 7-day-old adult animals (n = 24 animals).

(legend continued on next page)
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Interestingly, RNAi-mediated knockdown of edc-3 did not

cause significant modification of the life expectancy of

dcap-2 mutants, while dcap-2 knockdown significantly reduced

the lifespan of edc-3 mutants (Figure S4C; Table S1). Together,

these findings raise the possibility that the decapping complex

components EDC-3 and DCAP-2 might interdependently

modulate aging in C. elegans.

We further investigated whether PB functions interface with

pathways known to influence lifespan in C. elegans (Kenyon,

2010). We found that downregulation of edc-3 further enhanced

the longevity of animals carrying mutations in the insulin/IGF-1-

like receptor homolog DAF-2 (Figure 2E). In addition, knockdown

of edc-3 further increased the lifespan of dietary-restricted eat-2

mutants (Lakowski and Hekimi, 1998) (Figure 2E). Similarly,

EDC-3 depletion extended the lifespan of long-lived mitochon-

drial clk-1 mutants that are defective in the biosynthesis of ubi-

quinone, an essential component of the electron transport chain

(Felkai et al., 1999) (Figure 2E). Together, these observations

suggest that EDC-3 functions independently of insulin/IGF-1

signaling, dietary restriction, or mitochondrial energy meta-

bolism to regulate lifespan. In sharp contrast, EDC-3 deficiency

failed to further enhance the longevity of animals depleted for the

soma-specific eIF4E isoform IFE-2 (Hansen et al., 2007; Pan

et al., 2007; Syntichaki et al., 2007) (Figure 2F), supporting the

idea that loss of EDC-3 modulates lifespan via eIF4E. Indeed,

knockdown of ife-2, at least partially, counterbalanced the detri-

mental outcome of EDC-3 overexpression on lifespan (Fig-

ure 2G). Moreover, we observed that dcap-2 knockdown

shortened the lifespan of IFE-2-deficient animals, whereas

ife-2 knockdown significantly increased the lifespan of dcap-

2(ok2023) mutants (Figure S4D), suggesting that DCAP-2 and

EDC-3 share redundant functions in aging modulation.

To gain insight into the mechanism underlying the effects of

PBs on aging, we considered whether EDC-3 deficiency indi-

rectly increases longevity by interfering with animal morphology

or behavior. Neither edc-3-mutant nor edc-3 RNAi-treated ani-

mals showed significant differences in ultradian rhythmic or

other behaviors previously implicated in aging, including pharyn-

geal pumping of bacterial food into the intestine, sinusoidal

locomotion, dauer formation, developmental timing, and internal

organ morphology (gonad, intestine, musculature, and pharynx),

while edc-3mutants displayed a slightly reduced egg-laying rate

and shortening of the body, compared with wild-type animals

(Figure S4E).

mRNA Decapping Influences Longevity by Regulating
Protein Synthesis
Having established that the abundance of PBs in somatic

C. elegans tissues increases during aging, we sought to explore
(D) Recovery of the fluorescent signal in all somatic tissues of wild-type and edc-3-

at L4 stage and day 5 of adulthood (n = 10 animals).

(E) FRAP study in animals fed with control (empty vector), edc-3, or ife-2 RNAi, a

(F) IFE-2::GFP sequestration in PBs is increased in EDC-3-deficient animals comp

2-day-old and 6-day-old nematodes. Animals are constantly exposed to 34�C. E
(G) IFE-2::GFP sequestration in PBs at 5.5min after constant exposure to heat stre

denote SEM; n = 5 animals. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t

See also Figure S4.
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the contribution of mRNA decapping factors to age-related

accumulation of PBs.We found that the number of DCAP-1-spe-

cific PBs as well as the levels of DCAP-1::DsRed signal markedly

increased in both wild-type and EDC-3-deficient animals with

age (Figures 3A and S4F). Moreover, edc-3 mutants fail to form

large PBs late in adulthood (Figure S4G). Congruently, IFE-2

levels significantly decreased during aging; this decrease was

attenuated in edc-3 mutant animals (Figure 3B). Our findings

suggest a functional interaction between EDC-3 and IFE-2. To

test the hypothesis that EDC-3 depletion influences aging by

directly modulating translation initiation in somatic cells via

IFE-2 availability, we monitored protein synthesis rates in whole

animals or specific somatic tissues in vivo, using fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP; Kourtis and Tavernarakis,

2009a, 2017; Syntichaki et al., 2007). Protein synthesis rates

were assessed in wild-type animals and edc-3(ok1427) mutants

expressing GFP either throughout somatic tissues under the

control of the ife-2 gene promoter (pife-2GFP; at L4 larval stage

and day 5 of adulthood) or specifically in neurons under the con-

trol of the pan-neuronal unc-119 gene promoter (punc-119GFP; at

days 2 and 7 of adulthood). We found that fluorescence recovery

was significantly faster in wild-type animals compared with edc-

3(ok1427) mutants (Figures 3C–3E), suggesting that alterations

in PB function and EDC-3-mediated mRNA turnover modulate

aging by impinging on mRNA translation initiation.

To investigate the mechanism by which EDC-3 influences

eIF4E availability to modulate longevity, we monitored IFE-

2::GFP granulation and colocalization with PBs, following heat

stress at 34�C, over the course of 5.5 min in a three-dimensional

(3D) time-lapse experiment (Figure S1B; Video S2; STAR

Methods). IFE-2::GFP localization to PBswas significantly higher

in edc-3 mutants, compared with wild-type animals, at day 2 of

adulthood and, to a lesser extent, at day 6 of adulthood (Fig-

ure 3F). In addition, we measured eIF4E sequestration at 0 and

5.5 min in edc-3(ok1427) mutant and wild-type animals, upon

downregulation of key lifespan and stress response regulators

such as SKN-1, HSF-1, and DAF-16. At day 2 of adulthood, no

significant alterations were detected, and edc-3 mutants gener-

ally displayed higher eIF4E localization to PBs, compared with

wild-type (Figure 3G). In 6-day-old adults, eIF4E sequestration

in PBs of edc-3mutants was reduced to wild-type levels, specif-

ically upon hsf-1 knockdown (Figure 3G). Notably, downregula-

tion of the C. elegans mTOR homolog let-363, which lowers

protein synthesis rates and prolongs lifespan (Hansen et al.,

2007), increased eIF4E localization to PBs in edc-3mutants dur-

ing adulthood (Figure 3G). Altogether, these findings indicate

that EDC-3 regulates the sequestration of eIF4E in PBs, thereby

controlling its availability. This sequestration upon heat stress

depends on the activity of HSF-1.
mutant animals expressing pife-2GFP, with or without cycloheximide treatment,

t L4 stage and day 5 of adulthood (n = 10 animals).

ared with wild-type controls as quantified by mean voxel intensity over time in

rror bars denote SEM; n = 5 animals.

ss at 34�C ismarkedly decreased in animals subjected to hsf-1RNAi. Error bars

test to compare edc-3(ok1427) mutant background with the control).



Figure 4. Longevity and Oxidative Stress Resistance in EDC-3-Depleted Animals Depend on SKN-1, DAF-16, and HSF-1 Transcription

Factors

(A) Knockdown of daf-16 shortens the lifespan of both wild-type and edc-3-mutant animals.

(B) Knockdown of hsf-1 shortens the lifespan of edc-3 mutants below that of wild-type animals.

(C) Downregulation of hsf-1 reduces the lifespan of ife-2 mutants to levels of respective controls.

(D) Knockdown of skn-1 reduces the lifespan of edc-3 mutants below wild-type levels.

(E) N-acetylcysteine (NAC) diminishes longevity conferred by EDC-3 deficiency.

(F) Survival curves of EDC-3-deficient animals subjected to skn-1 knockdown, comparedwith skn-1-deficient worms, with or without NAC treatment. The log rank

(Mantel-Cox) test shows a significant difference between edc-3(ok1427);skn-1(RNAi)-NAC and edc-3(ok1427);skn-1(RNAi)+NAC (***p < 0.0001), while the life-

span of wild-type treated with skn-1(RNAi) with or without NAC is not significantly different (p = 0.6534).

(G) Quantification of DCAP-1::DsRed foci in wild-type and edc-3-mutant animals at day 8 of adulthood. Error bars show SEM; n = 25 animals per experiment.

*p < 0.05 and ***p < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA). N-acetylcysteine (NAC) treatment suppresses the increased abundance of PBs caused by skn-1 knockdown.

(H) Knockdown of edc-3 increases the lifespan of short-lived mev-1 mutants that are sensitized to oxidative stress.

(I) Survival of 7-day-old, EDC-3-deficient nematodes exposed to the oxidative phosphorylation inhibitor sodium azide. Error bars denote SEM; n > 80 per trial;

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test).

(J) Survival of 7-day-old, EDC-3-depleted nematodes under oxidative stress induced by the herbicide paraquat. Error bars represent the SEM; n > 80 per trial;

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, and ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test).

See also Figure S5 and Table S1.
A Transcriptional Network Mediates the Effects of
mRNA Decapping on Lifespan and Stress Resistance
Key signal transduction pathways regulating lifespan converge

on specific transcription factors that influence the expression

of diverse genes, ultimately producing longevity effects. Central

among these transcription regulators are the forkhead transcrip-

tion factor DAF-16 (Hsu et al., 2003), the Nrf 1 and 2 (Nuclear fac-

tor-erythroid-related factors 1 and 2) homolog SKN-1 (An and

Blackwell, 2003), and the heat shock transcription factor HSF-
1 (Morley and Morimoto, 2004; Seo et al., 2013). To determine

whether impairment of PB function modulates aging by altering

gene transcription, we examined the effects of DAF-16, SKN-1,

and HSF-1 depletion on edc-3-mutant animals. Knockdown of

daf-16 abrogated longevity instigated by EDC-3 deficiency (Fig-

ure 4A). Similarly to daf-16, knockdown of hsf-1 abolished

longevity conferred by depletion of PB components (Figure 4B).

In agreement with previous studies postulating an involvement of

HSF-1 in the lifespan extension upon reducing general protein
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synthesis (Howard et al., 2016), downregulation of hsf-1 abro-

gated the lifespan extension mediated by loss of IFE-2 (Fig-

ure 4C). In addition, SKN-1 depletion shortened the lifespan of

both wild-type and edc-3-mutant animals (Figure 4D). SKN-1

has previously been shown to mediate oxidative stress resis-

tance and longevity under conditions of reduced protein synthe-

sis (Wang et al., 2010). Thus, we considered whether hormetic

signaling via reactive oxygen species (ROS) engages SKN-1

upon edc-3 knockdown to extend lifespan (Kourtis and Taver-

narakis, 2011). To test this hypothesis, we treated wild-type

and edc-3(ok1427) mutant animals with N-acetylcysteine

(NAC), an antioxidant and ROS scavenger (Benrahmoune

et al., 2000). We found that lifespan extension caused by edc-3

deletion is largely mitigated by NAC treatment (Figure 4E). The

lifespan of wild-type controls remained unaffected in these con-

ditions. Importantly, although NAC ameliorated the detrimental

effect of skn-1 knockdown on longevity of edc-3(ok1427) mu-

tants, it did not ameliorate the short lifespan of animals subjected

to skn-1 RNAi (Figure 4F). We also found that skn-1 knockdown

markedly increased the number of PBs across all tissues in aged

edc-3 mutants (day 8 of adulthood), while NAC treatment

reversed this effect (Figure 4G). Similarly, we observed a slight

increase of DCAP-1 foci in both wild-type and edc-3 mutant

worms subjected to daf-16 RNAi (Figure S5A). Moreover, HSF-

1 was also required for temperature-dependent PB accumula-

tion in both wild-type animals and edc-3 mutants (20�C versus

25�C; Figure S5B). Notably, the levels of DCAP-1::DsRed were

substantially elevated upon heat shock in edc-3(ok1427) mu-

tants compared with wild-type animals at day 1 of adulthood

(Figure S5C). Supporting a role of key transcription factors in

mediating the effects of PB components on longevity, both

daf-16 and skn-1 knockdown significantly shortened the lifespan

of dcap-2(ok2023) mutants (Figure S5D).

Having established that eIF4E protein levels steadily decline

during aging (Figure 1F) and that downregulation of key mRNA

decapping components influences eIF4E abundance in somatic

C. elegans tissues (Figure S3L), we set out to examine whether

these changes aremediated byDAF-16, SKN-1, or HSF-1, which

are known for their roles in proteostasis maintenance. Although

depletion of SKN-1 or DAF-16 did not alter IFE-2 abundance,

HSF-1 deficiency triggered accumulation of the IFE-2::GFP pro-

tein and upregulation of ife-2 transcription in aged animals (day 8

of adulthood; Figures S5E and S5F). In addition to increasing

IFE-2 protein levels, HSF-1 depletion caused extensive IFE-2

granulation in somatic tissues (Figure S5G). Taken together,

these findings indicate that HSF-1 modulates both PB accumu-

lation and eIF4E abundance during aging in somatic tissues.

Stress response mechanisms are known to interface with

conserved signaling pathways and interventions that influence

aging (Kirkwood and Austad, 2000). Intrigued by the effects of

PB perturbations on longevity, we investigated whether inter-

fering with PB function alters stress resistance in C. elegans.

Nematodes deficient for the mitochondrial integral membrane

protein cytochrome b MEV-1, which is part of the respiratory

chain complex II (ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase), experi-

ence oxidative stress and are short lived (Ishii et al., 2011).

Knockdown of edc-3 increased the lifespan ofmev-1mutant an-

imals (Figure 4H). Similarly, edc-3 knockdown ameliorated the
206 Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018
short-lived phenotype of gas-1 mutants (Kayser et al., 2004),

deficient for the 49 kDa iron-sulfur subunit of the mitochondrial

electron transport chain complex I (Table S1). In addition,

EDC-3 deficiency increased resistance to the chemical com-

pounds NaN3 and paraquat (PQ) that are potent oxidative stress

inducers (Figures 4I and 4J). Taken together, these results indi-

cate that EDC-3 depletion enhances oxidative stress resistance

during adulthood.

Given that SKN-1 is required for lifespan extension and stress

resistance caused by edc-3 downregulation, we tested whether

impairment of the decapping complex promotes SKN-1-depen-

dent transcriptional changes. To this end, we assessed the

expression of gst-4, which encodes a putative glutathione-

requiring prostaglandin D synthase and is a known target of

SKN-1 (Wang et al., 2010), upon knockdown of dcap-1, dcap-

2, or edc-3. We found that interfering with the decapping

complex causes a significant upregulation of pgst-4GFP tran-

scriptional reporter (Figure S5H). In addition, we also tested

DAF-16 activation using its target gene sod-3 (superoxide dis-

mutase; Libina et al., 2003). Knockdown of dcap-1, dcap-2, or

edc-3 increased the levels of psod-3GFP transcriptional fusion

(Figure S5I). To establish a more direct link between mRNA de-

capping impairment and stress resistance, we used the fluores-

cent hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) sensor protein HyPer (Belousov

et al., 2006) for monitoring ROS levels. We found that ROS pro-

duction increased upon downregulation of keymRNAdecapping

genes (Figure S5J). Finally, we observed that EDC-3::DsRed

fluorescence increased upon heat shock (at 35�C for 1.5 hr; Fig-

ure S5K), and EDC-3-depleted animals were more thermotoler-

ant than wild-type worms (Figures S5L and S5M). Altogether,

these findings indicate that mRNA decapping modulates aging

and stress responses through a multilayered mechanism relying

on the activity of SKN-1, HSF-1, and, albeit to a lesser extent,

DAF-16.

mRNA Decapping Activity in Neurons Regulates Aging
Our findings demonstrated that edc-3 is predominantly ex-

pressed in neurons during adulthood (Figure 2B), and RNAi-

mediated knockdown had milder effects on lifespan compared

with edc-3 deletion allele (Figure 2C), raising the possibility that

EDC-3 function in the nervous system modulates aging in

C. elegans. To test this hypothesis, we created transgenic

wild-type and edc-3(ok1427)-mutant animals, expressing

edc-3 under the control of the pan-neuronal unc-119 promoter.

In both cases, neuron-specific expression of EDC-3 markedly

reduced lifespan. Moreover, neuron-specific expression of

edc-3was sufficient to recapitulate the lifespan shortening effect

of ubiquitous edc-3 overexpression (Figure 5A). In addition, ife-

2(RNAi) markedly increased the lifespan of edc-3 mutants (Fig-

ure 5B). In contrast, edc-3(RNAi) failed to increase further the

lifespan of IFE-2-depleted animals, as previously mentioned

(Figure 2F), which is consistent with the notion that EDC-3 func-

tions primarily in neurons, in which RNAi might not act efficiently

to knock down edc-3. These observations suggest that IFE-2

acts downstream or more likely in parallel with EDC-3 to regulate

aging. To delineate further the interplay between IFE-2 and

EDC-3, we tested whether lack of IFE-2 affects the lifespan of

EDC-3-overexpressing animals. Interestingly, we found that



Figure 5. EDC-3 Functions in the Nervous System to Modulate Aging

(A) Pan-neuronal expression of punc-119EDC-3 abrogates longevity of the edc-3(ok1427)-mutant strain.

(B) RNAi-mediated knockdown of ife-2 increases the lifespan of animals bearing the edc-3(ok1427) mutation.

(C) Pan-neuronal expression of punc-119EDC-3 in edc-3 mutants abrogates lifespan extension caused by downregulation of ife-2.

(D) Representative confocal images of 8- and 20-day-old wild-type and edc-3(ok1427)-mutant animals expressing the pan-neuronal punc-119GFP reporter. Scale

bars, 100 mm.

(E) Corresponding quantification of fluorescence intensity at day 8 of adulthood. Error bars represent the SEM; n = 40 animals per experiment. ***p < 0.0001

(unpaired t test).

(F) Quantification of defects in the ventral nerve cord (VNC) of wild-type and edc-3 mutants bearing the punc-119GFP transgene during aging. Wild-type worms

display a higher frequency of ventral nerve cord defects compared with edc-3 mutants at day 20 of adulthood. Error bars denote SEM; n = 25 animals per

experiment; ***p < 0.0001 (unpaired t test between edc-3[ok1427] and the age-matched control).

(G) Representative images of the VNC in wild-type and edc-3 mutant worms at day 3 and day 20 of adulthood. Scale bars, 10 mm.

(H) Proposedmodel for PB-mediated control of protein synthesis in the soma and its causative role in themodulation of aging. The PB-specific component EDC-3

influences mRNA translation by modulating mRNA decapping. Properly functioning decapping limits eIF4E localization to PBs. By contrast, stalled translation

initiation complexes accumulating in EDC-3-deficient PBs and SGs cause eIF4E sequestration, lowering its availability for translation initiation. In turn, protein

synthesis reduction leads to an orchestrated activation of the transcription factors SKN-1, HSF-1, and DAF-16, possibly via ROS signaling, mediating gene

expression changes that increase longevity and stress resistance.

See also Figure S6 and Table S1.
ife-2 knockdown increased the lifespan of animals overexpress-

ing EDC-3 in neurons (Figure 5C) and suppressed the short-lived

phenotype caused by neuronal expression of EDC-3 in edc-3-

mutant animals (Figure 5C). Taken together, these findings

suggest that IFE-2 might function in neuronal and non-neuronal

tissues, while EDC-3 predominantly acts in the nervous system

to modulate longevity.
Wenext examined themorphology and integrity of the nervous

system in wild-type and edc-3 mutant background using a GFP

reporter driven by the pan-neuronal unc-119 promoter and

found that its expression was higher in edc-3 mutants at

older age compared with wild-type nematodes (Figures 5D and

5E). Moreover, neural morphology and overall integrity are

better maintained during aging in edc-3 mutants compared
Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018 207



with age-matched wild-type animals (Figures 5F and 5G). We

focused on the ventral nerve cord (VNC), which stretches along

the whole body length of the adult animal (White et al., 1976),

and performed a systematic temporal analysis of VNC neuronal

phenotypes, including apparent breaks, waving, and acute

bends of axons. We observed that EDC-3 deficiency attenuates

age-dependent deterioration of the VNC (Figures 5F and 5G).We

also found that EDC-3::DsRed foci accumulatemainly in neurons

and the intestine (Figures S6A–S6C) and increasingly colocalize

with IFE-2::GFP, primarily in neuronal tissues, including the VNC,

head and tail neurons, during aging (Figures S6D–S6G).

Together these findings suggest that sequestration of eIF4E in

neuronal PBs contributes to the maintenance of nervous system

integrity with increasing age.

DISCUSSION

Our study elucidates amolecular mechanismmodulating protein

synthesis in the C. elegans soma via association of the mRNA

translation initiation factor eIF4E with PBs (Figure 5H). We

show that the somatic eIF4E isoform IFE-2 localizes to PBs dur-

ing aging and under stress conditions. Accumulating evidence

suggests that blocking mRNA degradation, particularly at the

stage of decapping, results in increased PB formation (Sheth

and Parker, 2003). Consistent with this notion, we find that

EDC-3 deficiency increases PB formation preferentially in old an-

imals or animals subjected to stress. In addition, deletion or

depletion of the enhancer of decapping EDC-3, among other

PB components, increases the levels of IFE-2 in the soma, trig-

gers the formation of IFE-2-containing granules, and enhances

IFE-2 sequestration in PBs. Moreover, we find that the rate of

protein synthesis in somatic tissues is reduced under these con-

ditions. The effects of EDC-3 on stress resistance and longevity

mirror the cytoplasmic availability of IFE-2. Combined, these ob-

servations indicate that PB formation directly impinges onmRNA

translation regulation in the soma, which is central to the mainte-

nance of proteostasis during aging.

Previous studies have shown that reduced mRNA translation,

as a consequence of IFE-2 loss, protects from oxidative stress

and increases lifespan in C. elegans (Hansen et al., 2007; Pan

et al., 2007; Syntichaki et al., 2007). In line with this notion,

knockdown of specific PB components, such as EDC-3 and

LSM-3, enhances heat and oxidative stress resistance and ex-

tends lifespan. Conversely, EDC-3 or LSM-3 overexpression

shortens lifespan. Together, these data suggest that PB compo-

nents have a dose-dependent effect on lifespan, which is consis-

tent with previous findings demonstrating that overexpression of

the dendritic PB component TDP-1/TDP-43 (Wang et al., 2008)

results in age-dependent proteotoxicity and short lifespan, while

TDP-1 depletion increases lifespan in worms (Vaccaro et al.,

2012), which is further supported by studies in flies (Estes

et al., 2011) and mice (Xu et al., 2010). It is worth noting that

despite the evolutionary conservation of key PB components,

the effects of their overexpression or depletion on their formation

and function vary depending on the specific component and the

species.

Moreover, we find that the ROS scavenger NAC suppresses

lifespan extension caused by the edc-3 mutation, indicating
208 Cell Reports 25, 199–211, October 2, 2018
that mitohormesis likely mediates the effects of EDC-3 depletion

on stress resistance and aging in C. elegans. Besides, PB

formation is significantly enhanced upon SKN-1 depletion in

EDC-3-deficient animals. This increase is suppressed by NAC

treatment, suggesting a role for PBs in cellular ROS signaling

that impinges on the regulation of organismal aging.

Interestingly, we found that lifespan extension caused by

EDC-3 deficiency depends on the multimodal activity of the

stress-induced transcription factors SKN-1, DAF-16, and

HSF-1. The finding that edc-3 knockdown extends the lifespan

of various longevity mutants (daf-2, eat-2), but requires

their downstream effectors (DAF-16, HSF-1, SKN-1) for its bene-

ficial effects, suggests that EDC-3 deficiency triggers a stress

response through multiple longevity effectors that are all

required for extended longevity.

Previous work has implicated HSF-1 in the regulation of

various RNA granule components, including SG proteins. More-

over, DAF-16 has been shown to prevent age-dependent SG ag-

gregation (Lechler et al., 2017). In line with these findings, loss of

HSF-1 suppresses PB formation and IFE-2 sequestration in PBs

under heat stress conditions specifically during late adulthood

(day 6) as opposed to early adulthood (day 2). The aging process

is associated with amarked deterioration of vital stress response

factors, resulting in increased susceptibility to stress insults. For

example, the regulatory role of DAF-16 in the DNA damage

response declines during aging (Mueller et al., 2014). Young an-

imals are more resistant to various stresses, including heat

shock. The effectiveness of their response to heat in early adult-

hood (at day 2) might rely on the redundant activity of regulatory

factors, such as DAF-16, that most likely mediate adaptation to

heat stress (Hsu et al., 2003) and modulate IFE-2 sequestration

in PBs, thus compensating for the absence of HSF-1 (Lechler

et al., 2017). Given that the heat shock response attenuates

with age, HSF-1-mediated adaptive responses to heat and other

stress insults may be more crucial for enhancing proteostasis

late in life, when other proteostasis surveillance systems fail. In

this sense, the role of HSF-1 in mediating IFE-2 sequestration

in PBs, thereby controlling protein synthesis and enhancing pro-

teostasis, is more important in late adulthood (day 6) compared

with early adulthood (day 2).

Importantly, neuron-specific function of EDC-3 is sufficient to

suppress longevity in edc-3-mutant animals. Furthermore, we

find that the depletion of EDC-3 robustly suppresses protein syn-

thesis in neurons contributing to the maintenance of neuronal

integrity during aging. Indeed, PBs are known to regulate RNA

transport and local protein synthesis in neurons to modulate

neuronal plasticity (Fritzsche et al., 2013; Hirokawa, 2006; Mitsu-

mori et al., 2017). In this context, we observe a significant

decrease in body size in edc-3 mutants. Previous studies have

shown that the food-dependent body size change in worms is

closely related to protein synthesis that eventually determines

the protein content of the cells (So et al., 2011). In line with

this, edc-3 mutants have reduced protein synthesis rates that

are likely responsible for their smaller body size compared with

wild-type animals. Additionally, the nervous system plays a crit-

ical role in the regulation of organismal body size, and this effect

is likely mediated by the amine neurotransmitter dopamine in

C. elegans in response to sensory cues. Specifically, it has



been shown that dopamine negatively regulates body size by

suppressing octopamine signaling (Funayama and Ishikawa,

2007; Nagashima et al., 2016).

Together, our findings establish a causative link between PBs

and aging through a molecular mechanism modulating protein

synthesis. In summary, our study elucidates a pivotal role for

PBs in controlling the availability of eIF4E, eventually shaping

stress responses and organismal survival. The tight evolutionary

conservation and ubiquitous expression of PB components and

regulatory factors involved suggest that similar mechanisms

may regulate protein synthesis in somatic tissues during aging

or under stress, across different taxa.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Sodium azide Merck S2002; CAS: 26628-22-8

Paraquat Merck 36541; CAS: 75365-73-0

N-Acetyl-L-cysteine Merck A7250; CAS: 616-91-1

Cycloheximide Merck 01810; CAS: 66-81-9

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

C. elegans: Strain N2: wild type Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: N2

C. elegans: Strain RB1311: edc-3(ok1427)I Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: RB1311; Wormbase:

WBVar00092641

C. elegans: Strain RB1641: dcap-2(ok2023)IV Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: RB1641; WormBase:

WBVar00093213

C. elegans: Strain KX15: ife-2(ok306)X Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: KX15; WormBase:

WBVar00091604

C. elegans: Strain RB2609: lsm-3(ok3635)IV Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: RB2609; WormBase:

WBVar00094590

C. elegans: Strain CB1370: daf-2(e1370)III Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CB1370; WormBase:

WBVar00143949

C. elegans: Strain CB4876: clk-1(e2519)III Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CB4876; Wormbase:

WBVar00144863

C. elegans: Strain DA465: eat-2(ad465)II Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: DA465; Wormbase:

WBVar00000014

C. elegans: Strain CW152: gas-1(fc21)X Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CW152; Wormbase:

WBVar00145317

C. elegans: Strain TK22: mev-1(kn1)III Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: TK22; WormBase:

WBVar00088257

C. elegans: Strain CF1553: muIs84 [pAD7 (psod-3GFP)] Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CF1553; WormBase: CF1553

C. elegans: Strain CF1580: daf-2 (e1370)III;muIs84 Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CF1580; WormBase: CF1580

C. elegans: Strain CL2166: dvIs19 [pAF15 (gst-4::GFP::NLS)] Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: CL2166; WormBase: CL2166

C. elegans: Strain JV1: [prpl-17HyPer; UNC-119 (+)] Caenorhabditis

Genetics Center

WB strain: JV1; WormBase: JV1

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4] Syntichaki et al., 2007 N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pife-2GFP;pRF4] Syntichaki et al., 2007 N/A

C. elegans: edc-3(ok1427)III;ife-2(ok306)X This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed;pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: edc-3(ok1427);Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pife-2

IFE-2::GFP;pRF4]

This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed;punc-119GFP;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: edc-3 (ok1427);Ex[punc-119GFP;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: edc-3 (ok1427);Ex[pedc-3EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4] This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

C. elegans: N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: edc-3 (ok1427);Ex[punc-119EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4] This paper N/A

C. elegans: N2;Ex[punc-119EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4] This paper N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primer: lsm-3 promoter forward GATTCTAGAGTGCACCAAGC

TCTCAAC

This paper N/A

Primer: lsm-3 promoter reverse GATACCGGTCTTTCTTCTCAA

TCTGCTTG

This paper N/A

Primer: lsm-3 gene forward GATACCGGTATGGCCACCGAAA

AGAAAG

This paper N/A

Primer: lsm-3 gene reverse GATACCGGTAGGGATGCACGAA

TCGGTG

This paper N/A

Primer: dcap-1 gene forward GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC This paper N/A

Primer: dcap-1 gene reverse GGACCGGTCCATCGATATTTAG

ACGCCGATTG

This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 promoter forward TTCTTCTAAGGCCGATTTCACAAC This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 promoter reverse CGACAAATTGGGAAAAATAATTG This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 gene forward ATGGATGACAAACTCATTGGAAGC This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 gene reverse ACCGGTCCATTGGATTGTGAAAG

TCTGACAAG

This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 gene +30UTR forward AGAGCGGCCGCCGGTGC

TAAAAGTAGACGTGGTTG

This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 gene +30UTR reverse AGAGCGGCCGCATGGAT

GACAAACTCATTGGAAGC

This paper N/A

Primer: unc-119 promoter forward CTCTCAAAATTCAGTTTTTT

AAACCAC

This paper N/A

Primer: unc-119 promoter reverse ATATGCTGTTGTAGCTGAA

AATTTTG

This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 RNAi forward CAGGAGAATGATGACCAGTACTATG This paper N/A

Primer: edc-3 RNAi reverse GGAAAGTTGTAGAGAATGCGGTAG This paper N/A

Primer: dcap-2 RNAi forward CACGAATTCCGAATACCCC This paper N/A

Primer: dcap-2 RNAi reverse CCGCTCGAGTAACGAGACCAA

GTACCG

This paper N/A

Primer: hsf-1 RNAi forward ACACTGCAGATGCAGCCAACAGG This paper N/A

Primer: hsf-1 RNAi reverse TGTCTCGAGGATCGTGGTCCTTC This paper N/A

Primer: skn-1 RNAi forward TCAGTTCACCATCGTCCAACACCTC This paper N/A

Primer: skn-1 RNAi reverse TGTCGTGACGATCCGTGCGTC This paper N/A

Primer: daf-16 RNAi forward CACTGATCTTTCAAGCCG This paper N/A

Primer: daf-16 RNAi reverse CTTGTGCAAGAGTTAACCG This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pRF4: rol-6(su1006 dm), injection marker Mello et al., 1991 WormBase: pRF4

Plasmid: pPD95.77 Fire lab C. elegans

Vector Kit 1995,

Addgene

Addgene: #1495

Plasmid: pcol-12DsRed Wong et al., 2007 N/A

Plasmid: pife-2IFE-2::GFP This paper N/A

Plasmid: pBluescript II KS+ dcap-1 gene Min Han lab N/A

Plasmid: plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed This paper N/A

Plasmid: pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed This paper N/A

Plasmid: pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Plasmid: punc-119GFP This paper N/A

Plasmid: pedc-3EDC-3+3
0UTR This paper N/A

Plasmid: punc-119EDC-3+3
0UTR This paper N/A

Plasmid: L4440 Fire lab C. elegans

Vector Kit 1995,

Addgene

Addgene: #1654

Plasmid: dcap-1(RNAi) This paper N/A

Plasmid: dcap-2(RNAi) This paper N/A

Plasmid: edc-3(RNAi) This paper N/A

Plasmid: daf-16(RNAi) Syntichaki et al., 2007 N/A

Plasmid: hsf-1(RNAi) This paper N/A

Plasmid: skn-1(RNAi) Palikaras et al., 2015 N/A

Plasmid: ife-2(RNAi) Syntichaki et al., 2007 N/A

Plasmid: eat-3(RNAi) Artal-Sanz and

Tavernarakis, 2009

N/A

Software and Algorithms

GraphPad Prism GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

Fiji processing package (with Colocalization Analysis tool Coloc2) Schindelin et al., 2012 https://fiji.sc

Adobe Photoshop Adobe https://www.adobe.com/de/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Please contact Nektarios Tavernarakis at tavernarakis@imbb.forth.gr for reagent and resource sharing.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

C. elegans strains and genetics
All experiments were performed in C. elegans (for strain details see Key Resources Table). We followed standard procedures for

maintenance of C. elegans strains and transgenic lines (Brenner, 1974). Animals were grown at 20�C unless noted otherwise. The

following strains were used for this study (summarized in Key Resources Table): N2: Wild-type Bristol isolate, RB1311: edc-

3(ok1427)I, RB1641: dcap-2(ok2023)IV, KX15: ife-2(ok306)X, RB2609: lsm-3(ok3635)IV, CB1370: daf-2(e1370)III, CB4876: clk-

1(e2519)III, DA465: eat-2(ad465)II, CW152: gas-1(fc21)X, TK22:mev-1(kn1)III. To image DAF-16 transcription factor target activation

we used: CF1553: muIs84 [pAD7 (psod-3GFP)] and CF1580: daf-2 (e1370)III;muIs84. To image SKN-1 target activation we used:

CL2166:dvIs19 [pAF15 (gst-4::GFP::NLS)] and ife-2 (ok306);dvIs19. To detect H2O2 enrichment in vivo, we used JRIS1: [prpl-17HyPer;

UNC-119 (+)]. To study the possible interactions of aging pathways we created edc-3(ok1427)III;ife-2(ok306)Xmutants. Overexpres-

sion lines for this study were created as extrachromosomal arrays through microinjection (Rieckher et al., 2009). To study PB or

SG localization and colocalization we established: N2;Ex[p
edc-3

EDC-3::DsRed;pRF4], N2;Ex[pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4] (Syntichaki

et al., 2007), N2;Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pRF4], N2;Ex[plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed;pRF4], N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed;pife-2IFE-

2::GFP;pRF4],edc-3(ok1427);Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4], which was outcrossed with N2 to create N2;Ex

[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4]. To monitor neuron-specific fluorescence and colocalization with PBs we created:

N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed;punc-119GFP;pRF4], edc-3(ok1427);Ex[punc-119GFP;pRF4], which was outcrossed with N2 to create

N2;Ex[punc-119GFP;pRF4]. To study the effects of EDC-3 overexpression on aging, we created edc-3(ok1427);Ex[pedc-3EDC-

3+30UTR;pRF4] and N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4]. To examine the neuron-specific role of EDC-3 in aging we established

edc-3(ok1427);Ex[punc-119EDC-3+3
0UTR;pRF4] and N2;Ex[punc-119EDC-3+3

0UTR;pRF4].

METHOD DETAILS

Molecular cloning
All primers used for molecular cloning are listed in the Key Resources Table. To investigate the expression patterns of PB-spe-

cific genes we first constructed a DsRed reporter. GFP was removed from plasmid vector pPD95.77 using the AgeI/EcoRI

restriction enzymes. DsRed was isolated as an AgeI/EcoRI fragment from vector pcol-12DsRed (Wong et al., 2007), and inserted

into the corresponding sites of pPD95.77, thereby creating pPD95.77 (DsRed). The PB-specific gene lsm-3 is located in
e3 Cell Reports 25, 199–211.e1–e6, October 2, 2018
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C. elegans operon CEOP4548. To construct plsm-3LSM-3::DsRed we designed two primer pairs to individually amplify the gene

and endogenous promoter from genomic DNA: ‘‘lsm-3 promoter forward’’ and ‘‘lsm-3 promoter reverse’’ for the promoter re-

gion covering 880bp upstream of the first gene mdt-9 in the operon and ‘‘lsm-3 gene forward’’ and ‘‘lsm-3 gene reverse ‘‘ for the

566bp full sequence of lsm-3. Both PCR fragments were subcloned into pCRII-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). The lsm-3 promoter

was excised as an AgeI/XbaI fragment and inserted into pPD95.77 (DsRed). Finally, the lsm-3 genomic sequence was cloned

into AgeI site between the promoter and the DsRed. The resulting construct was injected into gonads of wild-type animals

together with pRF4, a plasmid carrying the rol-6(su1006) dominant transformation marker. The PB reporter pdcap-1DCAP-

1::DsRed was created from a pBluescript II KS+ containing the whole dcap-1 gene and promoter by amplification with

‘‘dcap-1 gene forward’’ and ‘‘dcap-1 gene reverse.’’ The resulting 2300bp fragment was digested with AgeI/XbaI and inserted

into pPD95.77 (DsRed). The final construct was co-injected with pRF4 into gonads of wild-type animals. To generate pedc-3EDC-

3::DsRed full length DsRed reporter fusion, the primers ‘‘edc-3 promoter forward’’ and ‘‘edc-3 promoter reverse’’ were used to

amplify a 1429 bp fragment encompassing the putative promoter sequence of edc-3 gene. The PCR fragment was initially

cloned into pCR-II TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and after digestion with XbaI/BamHI it was inserted into plasmid vector

pPD95.77 (DsRed). The primers ‘‘edc-3 gene forward’’ and ‘‘edc-3 gene reverse’’ were used to amplify an AgeI-flanked frag-

ment containing the edc-3 genomic sequence. The 2550bp PCR generated fragment was initially cloned into pCR-II TOPO vec-

tor (Invitrogen). The resulting plasmid was digested with ApaI, blunted with Klenow (NEB) and recut with AgeI. The ApaI blunted/

AgeI fragment was gel purified and inserted downstream of the edc-3 promoter sequence into BamHI blunted/AgeI sites of

plasmid pPD95.77-DsRed. The final construct was injected into gonads of wild-type animals together with pRF4. To study

the neuron-specific role of EDC-3 in aging we created the pan-neuronal reporter punc-119GFP. We used the primer pair

‘‘unc-119 promoter forward’’ and ‘‘unc-119 promoter reverse’’ to amplify a 1990bp sequence upstream of unc-119 gene.

The resulting fragment was initially subcloned into pCRII-TOPO and subsequently isolated as an AgeI/XbaI fragment and in-

serted into pPD95.75 at the corresponding sites. The resulting construct was injected together with pRF4 into gonads of

edc-3 (ok1427) mutant worms and outcrossed with wild-type to study general expression levels when decapping is compro-

mised. We further co-injected the construct with pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed and pRF4 into gonads of wild-type animals to study co-

localization of EDC-3 with the neuronal system. For SG and PB colocalization studies, we used the construct pife-2IFE-2::GFP

(Syntichaki et al., 2007) and co-injected it with either pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed or pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed and the transformation

marker pRF4 into edc-3 (ok1427) mutants or wild-type animals, respectively. To study the effects of EDC-3 global and neuronal

overexpression on aging we constructed pedc-3EDC-3+3
0UTR and punc-119EDC-3+3

0UTR. For expression under its endogenous

promoter, we used pCRII-TOPO containing edc-3 promoter and EDC-3::DsRed and excised EDC-3::DsRed through flanking

NotI restriction sites. The edc-3 gene including its 30UTR were amplified from genomic DNA with the primer pair ‘‘edc-3

gene +30UTR forward’’ and ‘‘edc-3 gene +30UTR reverse’’ containing NotI restriction sites. The resulting fragment was NotI di-

gested and inserted downstream of either edc-3 promoter or unc-119 promoter in pCRII-TOPO. The final plasmids were in-

jected into gonads of wild-type and edc-3(ok1427) mutant animals. We generated several RNAi constructs for PB-specific

genes including edc-3, dcap-1, dcap-2 and ife-2 using C. elegans genomic DNA as template and the appropriate primer

sets. For edc-3 RNAi, a 1440bp fragment was amplified with the primer pair ‘‘edc-3 RNAi forward’’ and ‘‘edc-3 RNAi reverse,’’

subcloned into pCRII-TOPO, excised with EcoRI and finally ligated into pL4440. For the dcap-1 RNAi construct, a 1000bp frag-

ment was excised from pBluescript II KS+ containing dcap-1 ORF with EcoRI/XhoI and cloned into the corresponding sites of

pL4440. For dcap-2 RNAi, the primer pair ‘‘dcap-2 RNAi forward’’ and ‘‘dcap-2 RNAi reverse’’ was used to generate an 800bp

fragment, which was cloned into L4440 after digestion with XbaI/BamHI. Preparation of the ife-2 RNAi construct was described

previously (Syntichaki et al., 2007). To study whether hsf-1, skn-1 and daf-16 are epistatic to mutations in genes acting in the

decapping pathway, we created RNAi constructs for each of the transcription factors. For skn-1 RNAi, a 4079bp fragment was

PCR amplified using the following primers: ‘‘skn-1 RNAi forward’’ and ‘‘skn-1 RNAi reverse.’’ The resulting fragment was subcl-

oned into pCRII-TOPO, and after digestion with EcoRI, it was inserted into L4440 (Palikaras et al., 2015). For daf-16 RNAi, a

1.2kb fragment resulted from amplification with ‘‘daf-16 RNAi forward’’ and ‘‘daf-16 RNAi reverse’’ primers, was initially subcl-

oned into pCRII-TOPO and after digestion with HindIII/XhoI it was ligated into L4440 vector (Syntichaki et al., 2007). The hsf-1

RNAi construct was generated by amplifying a 1000bp fragment through the primers ‘‘hsf-1 RNAi forward’’ and ‘‘hsf-1 RNAi

reverse.’’ The PCR generated fragment was digested with PstI/XhoI and cloned into the corresponding sites of pL4440. To

investigate whether mitochondrial integrity affects PB formation, we used a previously described eat-3 RNAi construct (Artal-

Sanz and Tavernarakis, 2009). All the RNAi constructs were transformed into HT115 (DE3) E. coli bacteria, deficient for RNase

III. To characterize the edc-3(ok1427) deletion allele, total RNA was extracted from the RB1311: edc-3(ok1427)I strain using Tri-

zol (Life Technologies). cDNA was synthesized using the Accuscript high fidelity 1st strand synthesis kit (Stratagene) and the

edc-3 gene-specific primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions. edc-3 cDNA was amplified using 2ml of the experi-

mental first strand cDNA reaction, the Pfu Ultra DNA polymerase of Stratagene and the following pair of primers: ‘‘edc-3 gene

forward’’ and ‘‘edc-3 gene reverse.’’ The �1095bp PCR generated fragment was cloned into pCRII-TOPO vector after adding 30

A overhangs and sequenced using SP6 and T7 primers.
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Lifespan analysis
Lifespan analyses were performed at 20�C unless noted otherwise. Synchronous animal populations were generated by egg-laying

experiments with 10 to 15 gravid adults per plate, which were removed after 5 hours. For RNAi lifespan experiments worms were

placed on RNAi plates containing 1mM IPTG and seeded with HT115(DE3) bacteria transformed with either the L4440 vector or

the test RNAi construct. For assays evaluating the effect of hormesis on aging, N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC, Invitrogen) was added

into NGM media at a final concentration of 10mM. Progeny were grown through the L4 larval stage and then transferred to fresh

plates in groups of 15-17 worms per plate for a total of 150–170 individuals per experiment. The day after egg laying was used as

t = 0 (days from hatching), unless indicated otherwise. Animals were transferred to fresh plates every 2–3 days and examined every

second day for touch-provokedmovement and pharyngeal pumping, until death. Worms that died due to internally hatched eggs, an

extruded gonad or desiccation due to crawling on the edge of the plates, were incorporated into the dataset as censored. Each sur-

vival assay was repeated at least twice and Figures represent typical assays. The percentage of animals remaining alive is plotted

against animal age. Lifespan assays were carried out at 20�C unless otherwise stated. Full lifespan statistics are summarized in

the Table S1. Statistical analysis of lifespan assays was performed using the Prism software package (GraphPad Software), which

applies the method of Kaplan and Meier and the log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test to evaluate differences between survivals and the cor-

responding p values.

Protein synthesis assays (Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching, FRAP)
To determine the role of mRNA degradation components in protein synthesis control, we slightly modified a previously established

FRAP assay that combines immobilization of animals on agar pads for photobleaching without anesthetics and monitoring of fluo-

rescent recovery on OP50 seeded plates (Kourtis and Tavernarakis, 2009a). Transgenic animals carrying the pan-neuronal fluores-

cence reporter punc-119GFP were grown to the desired age. For each bleaching procedure 4-5 worms were transferred into a drop of

M9 on freshly prepared 2% agarose pads. Reduction of movement of animals occurred within 1-2min due to absorbance of M9 into

the agar. Once immobilization was complete, final positioning of worms was corrected by the use of a hairpin. The pad was placed

under a 40x lens of a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope Axio Imager.Z2 without coverslip. After focusing and recording a reference

image (t = before bleaching), photobleaching of the area of interest was performed for 90 s at 30% luminescent power of the fluo-

rescent illumination source (Fl illumination System X-Cite 120 XL FL PC, 120W metal halogenide lamp) and fully opened iris, until

the fluorescence signal was quenched to approx. 20%–40% intensity relative to t = before bleaching. A reference image (t = after

bleaching) after photobleaching was recorded and worms were allowed to recover for 5min in a drop of M9 buffer. Worms were

then transferred to individual NGM plates seeded with a drop of OP50 in the center and an image was taken under a 10x lens of

the epifluorescence microscope, which counts as t = 0 for the recovery after photobleaching. Transgenic animals carrying the so-

matic fluorescence reporter pife-2GFP were bleached directly on OP50 seeded NGM plates using a Zeiss Axio Imager.M2 with

100% luminescent power with the 25x objective for 7.5min. Images on plate were recorded every 1-2 hours for at least 6 hours at

a fluorescence dissection microscope (Axio Zoom, Zeiss). To assure that only healthy animals were scored for the assay, individuals

were carefully observed for indications of damage such as locomotion or egg-laying defects, and survival over the next 2-3 days. The

recorded images were then processed by the imaging software package Fiji (ImageJ) and mean pixel intensity of the area of interest

was determined for each time point. The fluorescence recovery was calculated based on the reference images. Animals treated with

the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide were used as a positive control.

Time-lapse microscopy and quantification of eIF4E sequestration in PBs
To record live formation and co-aggregation of SGs and PBs under constant heat stress, we used N2;Ex[pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed;

pife-2IFE-2::GFP;pRF4] animals, which were immobilized with nanobeads as published previously (Kim et al., 2013). Imaging was per-

formed with a confocal laser scanning microscope Leica TCS SP8 with climate chamber for environmental control, which was

adjusted to 34�C.Movies of 20 Z stacks in 1 mmsteps, recorded every 30 s over a time span of at least 5minuteswere then generated.

We used the IMARIS (Bitplane) software package to generate 3D/4D reconstructions of Z stack recordings of pharyngeal region of at

least 5 animals per genetic background, which were imaged sequentially (Figure S1A and S1B). All PBs within the field of view were

detected, rendered and subsequently IFE-2::GFP localization within PBs was calculated via IMARIS and summarized as mean voxel

intensity.

PB and SG monitoring and quantification of colocalization
A full protocol for in vivomonitoring of PBs and SGs is available at (Rieckher and Tavernarakis, 2017). Briefly, transgenic lines gener-

ated for quantification of PB or SG formation in C. elegans were grown on OP50 seeded NGM plates (or RNAi plates) to the desired

age. Individual animals were transferred into a drop ofM9 buffer containing 10mM levamisole on amicroscope slide and sealedwith a

cover slide. Worms were imaged at a Zeiss epifluorescence microscope Axio Imager Z2 under a 10x lens (EC Plan-Neofluar, numer-

ical aperture 0.3) with focus on the anteroposterior center of each animal. At least 25 whole worms were recorded per transgenic line,

per experiment. Alternatively, animals were imaged under a 25x lens (LCI Plan-Neofluar, numerical aperture 0.8, Immersion Cor-

rected DIC) of a LSM710 Zeiss confocal microscope, Axio-observer Z1 controlled by the ZEN software package (ZEN2011).

Here, we focused on the head region and 10-15 single plane images in 5 mm steps of at least 10 worms were recorded and quantified

individually or as the resulting maximum intensity projection image. To quantify PB formation, we used the Fiji (ImageJ) software and
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measured either PB intensity (mean pixel intensity) or PB number (particle analysis with appropriate threshold assignment). To quan-

tify SG formation during aging (Figure 1G) or upon stress insults (Figure S3C), we counted the total amount of animals forming SGs

across the indicated tissues (compare representative images in Figure S3D to S3K). To qualitativelymonitor PB andSG formation and

colocalization, we imaged 4 to 5 sections under the 25x lens at the Zeiss confocal microscope covering the full body length, recording

10-15 single planes in 3 mm steps. Single planes or maximum intensity projections were thereafter assembled into a whole worm im-

age using Adobe Photoshop. Colocalization (Figures 1B and S2) analysis of confocal z stackswas achieved via the Coloc2 function of

ImageJ that produces 2D histograms, the regression line for colocalization events and calculates the Pearson’s coefficient (rx,y) that

describes the correlation of the two components (�1 perfect anti-correlation, 0 for no correlation, +1 for perfect correlation). The 2D

histograms contain the two intensity values for each pixel plotted against each other. The brightness of the color reflects the amount

of correlating pixels of the respective color channels. The cloud in the histogram indicates colocalization events, which are expressed

by a linear regression and correlation coeffient (https://imagej.net/Colocalization_Analysis).

Stress assays
We performed multiple stress assays to assess PB and SG formation in transgenic lines. To evaluate the influence of heat stress on

PB and SG formation, we placed the animals on pre-warmed OP50 seeded plates and incubated them for 3, 6 or 9 hours at 35�C
followed by immediate imaging. The influence of heat stress on survival was quantified by exposing age-synchronized animals (2-

day-old adults) to 37�C on pre-warmed plates for 4h or 12h, respectively, after which we counted survival (Figure S5L), or continued

quantifying survival in a lifespan (Figure S5M). To examine the effect of starvation, we grew animals under physiological conditions to

day 2 of adulthood, transferred them to empty NGM plates, followed by monitoring 24 hours later. To examine effects of hypoxia, we

used a hypoxic chamber and applied a low oxygen concentration following previously described methodology (Troulinaki and Tav-

ernarakis, 2012). Briefly, a population of 2-day-old adults was exposed to low oxygen conditions (< 0.5%) at 25�C for 6h on OP50

seeded NGM plates. Animals were imaged immediately thereafter. Immediate (acute) response to oxidative stress insults was tested

by incubating worms for 30min in 20mM sodium azide (NaN3, Sigma) or 100mM paraquat (PQ, Sigma), followed by monitoring. To

monitor chronic effects of oxidative stress, we grewworms to day 2 or day 7 of adulthood, respectively.We then transferredworms to

plates with freshly applied drugs NaN3 (150 mM) or PQ (5mM). These concentrations assured that a several-day lasting response

would occur prior to death, which was scored every day thereafter. Following this protocol, we compared wild-type worms grown

on control or edc-3 RNAi and edc-3 mutants. Transgenic animals were imaged 2 days after exposure to the drugs.

Quantification of neuronal integrity
We used transgenic animals carrying the pan-neuronal promoter punc-119GFP to quantify neuronal integrity. Images of at least 10

individuals were collected by confocal scanning (10-12 z stacks per animal) at an LSM710 (Zeiss) microscope. Images were

summarized in mean intensity projections and subsequently scored for neuronal defects, with focus on the VNC.

Behavioral assays
For the phenotypic analysis presented in Figure S4E, we quantified pumping rates bymonitoring the grindermovement in the pharyn-

geal region of 15 individuals per genotype under a stereoscope, for 30sec each. Dauer formation was induced by placing 10 adults to

OP50 seeded NGM plates. 10 days later, after the food source was exhausted, the amount of dauer formation was determined by

counting an area of defined size for starvation-induced dauers, which are easily distinguishable at a stereoscope. Locomotion was

quantified by observing themovement of the animals on plate while counting the sinus waves of 10 animals, for 2 min each. The body

size was determined by measuring the length of animals on pictures taken at the Zeiss AxioImager.Z2 with a 10x objective, applying

the Fiji (ImageJ) length-measurement of free hand selection tool. Egg-laying quantification was applied by placing three individuals

(synchronized day-1-adults) on an OP50 seeded NGM plate for 3 hours. The animals were then removed and eggs were counted. All

behavioral assays were performed in three biological replicates and data were summarized in relation tomeasurements performed in

the wild-type.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were carried out using the Prism software package (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, USA) and the Microsoft

Office 2003 Excel software package (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The statistical tests applied for each experiment

are specified in the Figure legends.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

Table S1. Lifespan Data, Related to Figures 2, 4 and 5 and to Figures S4 and S5. 

Unless noted otherwise, all ageing experiments were performed on plates seeded with HT115(DE3) E. coli 

bacteria, carrying the indicated RNAi plasmid constructs (SEM: standard error of the mean; P values were 

calculated using the log-rank test, as described in Materials and Methods). Mean and max values refer to 

days after hatching. 

 

Strain 
Mean(SEM) in 

days 
Max*(SEM) in 

days 

Number of animals 
that died/total† 

P value 

Wild-type (N2) 20.23(0.20) 29.69(0.31) 1807/1956 (13)  

edc-3(RNAi) 22.11(0.18) 32.67(0.52) 1221/1332 (9) <0.0001 # 

ife-2(RNAi) 26.63(0.26) 40.63(0.57) 1017/1093 (8) <0.0001 # 

clk-1(e2519) 21.33(0.88) 37.00(1.16) 383/461 (3) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(RNAi);clk-1(e2519) 24.00(1.00) 39.00(1.16) 397/452 (3) <0.0001  

eat-2(ad465) 24.67(1.20) 37.67(1.33) 351/423 (3) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(RNAi);eat-2(ad465) 28.00(1.00) 39.67(1.45) 376/431 (3) <0.0001  

edc-3(RNAi);ife-2(RNAi) 22.50(0.50) 34.50(0.50) 282/302 (2) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(ok1427) 25.36(0.36) 32.73(0.54) 1507/1622 (11) <0.0001 # 

ife-2(ok306) 24.50(0.5) 38.50(0.50) 492/534 (4) <0.0001 # 

lsm-3(ok3635) 24.50(0.5) 30.5(0.5) 241/278 (2) <0.0001 

edc-3(ok1427);dcap-2(RNAi) 23.67(0.33) 30.00(0.00) 274/315 (3) <0.0001  

dcap-2(RNAi) 19.67(0.33) 29.67(0.33) 443/478 (3) ns # 

dcap-2(ok2023) 19.67(0.33) 29.67(0.33) 390/486 (3) ns # 

edc-3(RNAi);dcap-2(ok2023) 19.67(0.33) 25.33(0.33) 369/446 (3) ns  

edc-3(ok1427);ife-2(ok306) 26.50(0.50) 38.50(0.50) 273/287 (2) ns  

edc-3(RNAi);ife-2(ok306) 23.33(0.33) 37.33(0.67) 429/453 (3) ns  
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edc-3(ok1427);ife-2(RNAi) 33.86(0.26) 47.43(0.43) 893/967 (7) <0.0001  

N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3;pRF4] 18.00(0.0) 26.50(0.50) 275/302 (2) <0.0004 # 

N2;Ex[plsm-3LSM-
3::DsRed;pRF4] 

18.50(0.5) 25.00(0.50) 231/293 (2) <0.0004 # 

N2;Ex[punc-119EDC-3;pRF4] 18.67(0.33) 26.67(0.87) 425/476 (3) <0.0004 # 

N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-
3::DsRed;pRF4] 

17.50(0.50) 24.50(0.5) 287/321 (2) <0.0001 # 

N2;Ex[pedc-3EDC-3;pRF4];ife-
2(RNAi) 

21.50(0.50) 36.5(0.50) 314/337(2) <0.0001 ‡ 

N2;Ex[punc-119EDC-3;pRF4];ife-
2(RNAi) 

26.67(0.33) 41.00(0.58) 426/463 (3) ns ‡ 

edc-3(ok1427);Ex[pedc-3EDC-
3;pRF4] 

21.67(0.33) 29.00(0.58) 399/443 (3) <0.0001  

edc-3(ok1427);Ex[punc-119EDC-
3;pRF4] 

21.50(0.87) 30.00(0.41) 534/587 (4) <0.0001  

edc-3(ok1427);Ex[punc-119EDC-
3;pRF4];ife-2(RNAi) 

26.50(0.50) 39.00(1.00) 264/312 (2) <0.0001 ‡ 

daf-16(RNAi) 19.00(0.00) 24.33(0.33) 392/471 (3) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(ok1427);daf-16(RNAi) 19.67(0.33) 24.67(0.33) 373/457 (3) <0.0001  

skn-1(RNAi) 17.33(0.67) 21.67(0.67) 372/412 (3) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(ok1427);skn-1(RNAi) 14.67(0.33) 21.4(0.38) 389/428 (3) 
<0.0001  
<0.0001 § 

hsf-1(RNAi) 15.00(0.00) 20.33(0.68) 260/287 (2) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(ok1427);hsf-1(RNAi) 15.50(0.50) 21.40(0.38) 266/289 (2) 
<0.0001  
ns § 

mev-1(kn1) 15.00(0.58) 22.33(1.20) 321/458 (3) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(RNAi);mev-1(kn1) 18.00(0.58) 25.00(0.58) 383/443 (3) <0.0001  

gas-1(fc21) 16.50(0.50) 27.50(0.50) 274/332 (2) <0.0001 # 

edc-3(RNAi);gas-1(fc21) 19.00(0.00) 33.50(0.50) 291/342 (2) <0.0001  

N2
++

 20.00(0.00) 27.67(0.33) 412/441 (3) ns ¶ 

skn-1(RNAi)
++

 16.33(0.33) 23.67(0.33) 369/432 (3) ns ¶ 

edc-3(RNAi)
++

 20.67(0.33) 27.67(0.33) 403/439 (3) <0.0004 ¶ 

edc-3(ok1427)
++

 21.33(0.33) 28.67(0.33) 412/435 (3) <0.0001 ¶ 

edc-3(ok1427);skn-1(RNAi)
++

 18.50(0.29) 25.67(0.33) 383/429 (3) 
<0.0001 ¶, 
¥ 

N2** 15.67(0.33) 22.33(0.67) 358/397 (3)  
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edc-3(RNAi)** 17.00(0.58) 22.33(0.67) 379/423 (3) <0.0004 # 

edc-3(ok1427)** 21.33(0.33) 28.67(0.33) 389/428 (3) <0.0001 # 

 

*Maximum lifespan shown is the median lifespan of the longest-lived 10% of the animals assayed. 

†The total number of animals included in lifespan assays equals the number of animals that died plus the 

number of animals that were censored (see Materials and Methods). The number of independent lifespan 

assays for each strain is shown in parentheses. The least number of animals followed for any strain or 

condition tested was 140. 

++Aging experiment performed on plates containing NAC. 

#Compared to wild-type animals subjected to control RNAi, assayed at the same temperature. 

Compared to the corresponding mutant subjected to control RNAi. 

§Compared to N2 grown on the same RNAi. 

‡Compared to the corresponding mutant subjected to ife-2(RNAi). 

¶Compared to animals of the same genetic background, but not treated with NAC. 

¥Compared to edc-3(ok1427) grown under standard conditions. 

**Aging experiment performed at 25°C. 

ns: no significant difference compared to control (P>0.05). 
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Figure S1. PBs rapidly colocalize with IFE-2 upon heat shock, Related to Figure 1 

(A) Representative time-lapse images of animals co-expressing pife-2IFE-2::GFP and pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed 

during heat shock at 34°C (see also Supplementary Movie 1). Scale bars, 20μm.  

(B) Representative time-lapse images of the pharynx area of animals co-expressing pife-2IFE-2::GFP and 

pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed during heat shock at 34°C (see also Supplementary Movie 2). Scale bars, 20μm. 
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Figure S2. The PB-specific components DCAP-1 and EDC-3 colocalize with IFE-2 upon heat shock, 

Related to Figure 1 

(A) and (B) Merged maximum intensity projections of confocal images of animals co-expressing pdcap-

1DCAP-1::DsRed and pife-2IFE-2::GFP at day 3 of adulthood. Representative images of (A) animals prior to 

heat shock and (B) after 1.5 hour of heat shock at 35
o
C. The inlays show three confocal z stacks 

summarized in one image depicting IFE-2::GFP, DCAP-1::DsRed, and merged expression patterns. Higher 

magnification confocal view of the pharyngeal region (*), muscle and intestinal cells around the midsection of 

the animal (**) and the tail region (***). Scale bars, 50μm. White arrows indicate possible docking between 

PBs and SGs. Quantification of IFE-2 and DCAP-1 colocalization of ROIs within the head (*) and midsection 

(**) is summarized in 2D histograms and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρx,y. 

(C) and (D) Merged maximum intensity projections of confocal images of animals co-expressing the pedc-

3EDC-3::DsRed and pife-2IFE-2::GFP transgenes at day 3 of adulthood. Scale bar, 50μm. (C) A transgenic 

animal before heat shock. (D) An animal after 1.5 hour heat shock at 35
o
C. Three z confocal stacks are 

summarized in images showing IFE-2::GFP or EDC-3::DsRed, and merged channels of selected regions, 

including the head region around the posterior bulb (*), muscle cells, the intestine and part of axon of the 

ventral nerve cord (VNC) around the midsection of the animal (**) and the tail region of the animal (***). 

Scale bars in the inlays, 20μm. White arrows indicate neuronal colocalization of PBs and SGs. Quantification 

of IFE-2 and EDC-3 colocalization of ROIs within the head (*) and midsection (**) is summarized in 2D 

histograms and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρx,y. 
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Figure S3. PBs and SGs accumulate upon stress and during ageing in C. elegans, Related to Figure 1  

(A) Diverse stress insults influence PB abundance. DCAP-1::DsRed relative fluorescence levels in animals 

under normal conditions and after 6h exposure to low oxygen concentrations in a sealed hypoxia chamber, 

9h exposure to 35°C, 24h deprivation of food and 30 min incubation with 20μM sodium azide (NaN3). 

Fluorescence intensity is normalized to mean pixel intensity of pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed at day 2 of adulthood. 

(Error bars denote SEM; n=40 animals per assay; **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, one-way ANOVA). (B) RNAi-

mediated knockdown of eat-3 markedly increases PB formation in 3-day- and 20-day-old adults compared to 

control animals. (Error bars represent SEM; n=40 animals per trial; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t-test, wild-type vs. 

eat-3(RNAi)). (C) Percentage of animals (day 1 of adulthood) forming stress granules under heat stress, 

hypoxia, starvation or treatment with sodium azide. Stress granules are quantified in neurons, muscles, the 

canal cell, the pharynx, the intestine and other tissues (Error bars denote SEM; n>50 animals per assay; 

*p<0.01, **p<0.001, ***p<0.0001, unpaired t -test to measure statistical significance between stress-induced 
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animals versus a non-treated control in the respective tissue). (D-K) SGs in animals expressing the pife-2IFE-

2::GFP transgene at day 8 of adulthood, grown under physiological conditions. Images were acquired at an 

epifluorescence microscope using an x40 objective lens. Scale bars, 20μm. Representative images of 

animals displaying SGs (D and E) in neurons, such as the ventral nerve cord (VNC) or (F and G) in the 

pharynx, (H and I) in the canal cell and (J and K) in muscle tissue close to the mid-section of the animal. 

(L) Downregulation of the mRNA decapping components DCAP-1, DCAP-2 or EDC-3 increases IFE-2::GFP 

levels (Error bars show SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t-test, compared to 

control RNAi). (M) GFP expression of an ife-2 transcriptional reporter is not affected by knockdown of dcap-

1, dcap-2 or edc-3 (Error bars show SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; 
ns

p>0.05, unpaired t-test, compared 

to control RNAi). 
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Figure S4. Components of the mRNA decapping complex regulate longevity in C. elegans, Related to 

Figures 2 and 3 

(A) Schematic representation of the C. elegans edc-3 locus and EDC-3 protein. The extent of the gene and 

protein lesions in animals harboring the edc-3(ok1427) allele is indicated by a black bar. The structure of 

EDC-3 is inferred by sequence alignment with homologous proteins. EDC-3 contains an LSm (like-Sm) 

domain, an FDF (FDF motif, residues 247-249) domain and a carboxy-terminal domain. The predicted 

deletion product of the ok1427 allele is also shown. 

(B) Survival of edc-3 deletion mutants is also increased at 25
o
C. The percentage of animals remaining alive 

is plotted against age. 

(C) DCAP-2 and EDC-3 genetically interact to modulate longevity. Downregulation of the edc-3 gene slightly 

shortens the lifespan of animals carrying the dcap-2(ok2023) allele. Vice versa, dcap-2 knockdown slightly 

but significantly shortens the lifespan of edc-3(ok1427) mutants. All lifespan assays were carried out at 20°C. 

The percentage of animals remaining alive is plotted against age. 

(D) RNAi-mediated downregulation of ife-2 extends dcap-2(ok2023) lifespan, while knocking down of dcap-2 

significantly decreases the lifespan of animals harboring the ife-2(ok306) allele. 

(E-G) Phenotypic and PB-related changes upon loss of EDC-3. 

(E) Behavioral or anatomical changes of animals subjected to edc-3 RNAi or edc-3 mutant worms in 

comparison with wild-type animals. Pharyngeal pumps per minute, percent dauer formation upon starvation, 

variance in locomotion of sinusoidal wave, body length of gravid adults, and egg laying rate within 4 hours, at 

day 1 of adulthood. 

(F) PB-specific fluorescence signal robustly increases during ageing (day 17) upon ife-2 knockdown. 

Downregulation of edc-3 by RNAi results in a slight but significant increase of DCAP-1::DsRed intensity at 

day 3 of adulthood (Error bars denote SEM; n=10 animals per trial; *p<0.01, ***p<0.0001, unpaired t-test). 

(G) The size of DCAP-1::DsRed-tagged PBs is decreased in edc-3 mutants compared to wild-type animals 

at older age. (Error bars denote SEM; n=25 animals per trial; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t-test). 
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Figure S5. Key transcription regulators influence PB accumulation, Related to Figure 4 

(A) PB quantification in whole animals expressing pdcap-1DCAP-1::DsRed upon downregulation of daf-16.  

(B) PB number in wild-type and edc-3 mutant animals expressing the DCAP-1::DsRed fusion upon 

downregulation of hsf-1 at 20°C or 25°C (Error bars represent SEM; n=25 per experiment; 
ns

p>0.05, one way 

ANOVA). 

(C) Time lapse study monitoring PB-intensities in wild-type and edc-3 mutant strains expressing pdcap-

1DCAP-1::DsRed upon constant heat exposure of 1-day–old animals at 35°C (n=20 animals; *p<0.05, 

**p<0.005, ***p<0.0005, unpaired t- test in reference to the untreated control to evaluate significance within 

the wild-type, and the edc-3 mutant compared to the time-matched control).  

(D) Downregulation of daf-16 shortens the lifespan of dcap-2(ok2023) mutants to the same extent as in wild-

type animals, while skn-1 knockdown shortens dcap-2 mutant lifespan below control levels. 

(E-G) HSF-1 transcription factor modulates PB accumulation (E) Knockdown of hsf-1 increases the levels of 

IFE-2::GFP fusion protein at day 8 of adulthood. (Error bars denote SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; 
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***p<0.0001, unpaired t- test). (F) Knockdown of hsf-1 increases the expression of pife-2GFP at day 8 of 

adulthood. (Error bars show SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t- test). 

(G) Knockdown of hsf-1, but not daf-16 or skn-1, promotes SG formation at day 8 of adulthood. 

(H- M) Loss of PB components induces stress response genes and increases heat stress resistance (H) 

Knockdown of the PB-specific genes dcap-1, dcap-2 and edc-3 induces expression of the pgst-4GFP reporter 

(Error bars show SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t- test). (I) Expression of the 

psod-3GFP reporter is significantly increased upon downregulation of dcap-1, dcap-2 or edc-3 (Error bars 

show SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t test). (J) Quantification of cellular H2O2 

levels in animals harboring the HyPer::GFP reporter is shown upon downregulation of edc-3 or dcap-2 (Error 

bars denote SEM; n=40 animals per experiment; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t- test). (K) Abundance of EDC-

3::DsRed fusion protein in whole animals increases after 1.5 hours of exposure to heat (35
o
C) at day 1 of 

adulthood (Error bars represent SEM, n=40 animals per trial; ***p<0.0001, unpaired t- test). (L) Survival of 

animals after 12 hours of continuous exposure to 37°C (n=100 per trial, error bars denote SEM, unpaired t- 

test does not show significant differences). (M) Effect of edc-3 downregulation or deletion on the survival of 

animals exposed to heat shock for 4 hours at 37°C, at day 2 of adulthood and then continuously maintained 

at 20
o
C. 
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Figure S6. PBs accumulate and entrap IFE-2 in somatic tissues during ageing, Related to Figure 5.  

(A-C) Merged maximum intensity projections of representative confocal images of animals co-expressing 

pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed and punc-119GFP at (A) day 3, (B) day 7 and (C) day 14 of adulthood. PBs increasingly 

form in the intestine and the nervous system. Scale bars, 50μm. (D-G) IFE-2::GFP localizes to PBs during 

ageing. Merged maximum intensity projections of representative confocal images of animals co-expressing 

pedc-3EDC-3::DsRed and pife-2IFE-2::GFP at (D) day 2 and (F) day 10 of adulthood. (E) and (G) Single-plane 

confocal images from the region of the inlays in D and F, respectively, presenting merged expression 

patterns of the tail area. Colocalizations along axons and in neuronal cell bodies are depicted with white 

arrows. Scale bars, 50μm. 
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